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Isshin ashina sword saint guide

How to beat the final boss Isshin Sword Saint in Sekiro: Shadows The Twice. Isshin the Sword Saint is the last boss in Sekiro found in the Ashina Castle area of the game, and follows the Divine Dragon in our walkthrough of the game's bosses and mini bosses. You'll find Isshin the Sword Saint at the end of the Near Secret Passage in the moonlit field - through the tunnel through which you first fled with
Lord Kuro at the beginning of the game. Below we will report on how to beat Sekiro's last boss Isshin Sword Saint, including any particularly strong methods or weaknesses they might have, and any practical things to keep in mind. For more guides and sites like this, in the meantime, go back to our most important Sekiro Walkthrough and Boss Guide Hub. The first time you see Isshin Sword Saint here at
your last showdown, it will actually be in the form of Genichiro, Way of Tomoe, again. He only has the one Deathblow Mark - although that's obviously not the whole fight - and fights by and large as in the late stage Of Genichiro, when you have to face him for the first time. Give our guide to beat Genichiro way from Tomoe in Sekiro a different look over to refresh yourself before diving here if you like. This
time, Genichiro won't use lightning-based attacks, but otherwise he's most similar to his last phase of the previous battle at Ashina Castle, with his full range of attacks, plus the jumping lung attack as a gap closer, some modifications to some of his attacks from the past and a whole new attack: a great two-hit combat art. He always opens with this martial art here, but as with so many Sekiro bosses, it is
these great intimidating attacks that are actually one of his biggest weaknesses. Learn how to beat Phase One of the Isshin Sword Saints Battle. How to beat the sword Holy Phase One - Genichiro Way from Tomoe 1. Once the fight starts, Genichiro will use his martial art, but it will take a moment to charge. Immediately sprint towards him, use a Whirlwind Strike martial art, then immediately turn to him and
slightly to the right. Press the analog stick on about 1 or 2 o'clock direction as you dodge, and you will go through its martial art unscathed. You can then land two free hits on it, or another whirlwind. Half the time he will do this attack again immediately afterwards - so you may have to roll through again immediately after this whirlwind. Just keep an eye on his body language and sounder to see him go for a
second try. 2. You should have already broken his health a nice amount, which will be very helpful. Now go on the offensive, just like the Match against The Genichiro Way of Tomoe at Ashina Castle. Think of it as two hits, and then respond. When you get the orange flash of the blades when you attack, it has parried you and you have to react immediately by parrying immediately, just as before.3. Respond
to everything he throws at you and stay close to him at any time when you can, and he will go down surprisingly quickly. When you're so far in the game, you're good enough to go from toe to toe the big guys like that, so trust your ability to counter and respond well to dangerous attacks, and you'll nail him down after a few attempts. (Don't beat yourself up if you're fighting though - it's beatable, but some
timings are awkward and it's still easy to get caught). Staying close, being aggressive and reacting well is of course easier said than done, so here's a quick overview of the Genichiro Way of Tomoe phase of Isshin Sword Saint attacks so you know what to look out for. Isshin Sword Saint Phase one Genichiro Grips Be Careful The Genichiro Phase of Ishine Sword Saint Battle has several dangerous
attacks, including multiple lungs, a sweep attack and an annoying grip that is only used when you are already trapped in a combo. :: The 20 best PSVR games you really need to play For the most part, they behave in the same way as in the previous fight, but the main thing to note is that, given the long grass of the field in which you're fighting, it's much harder to see if he's going for a sweep or thrust attack
after you've dodged his jump. If you remember after a few hits on him noddhiro will jump into the air to hit is sword down. Dodge it to the side and to him and you can get a hit in on his back, but he has several options for a follow-up that will leave you in stun lock and primed for a nasty combo. There are two dangerous attacks - this hard-to-read sweep or thrust - but there's also a slow sweep-like attack that
isn't marked as dangerous, but you won't be able to stun it out of it by hitting it first. This means that if you attack him after you dodge his jump attack, you could be caught in a big blow by him pretty easily, either by reading the Dangerous Attack incorrectly or by beating him and openly to his non-dangerous sweep. In this sense, after you dodge his jump, we recommend that you dodge it completely. It's the
safest option and doesn't leave much pressure on the posture damage you're doing to him. The other thing to worry about is his grip dangerous attack. In our experience, he only does this after successfully nailing you with a dangerous lung - especially the erratic gap-closer - which in most cases you should use anyway with a Mikiri counter to your advantage. Nevertheless, if you are hit with a jumping lung,
get up and dodge or run away quickly, or it will end you with huge damage from the follow-up gripping attack. If you see the red kanji after you have already started with a jumping perilous you are in trouble. Dodge, run and jump away quickly. In the second phase of this battle, is the first time that Isshin, the Sword Saint, has been tackled. At this stage he has only one sword, and is very similar to the Isshin
Ashina fight in the bad end, if you already get that and play Sekiro through for the second time (if not, take a look at our Sekiro final steps guide if you want to get more details on how to achieve that). In other words, defeating the first phase of Isshin Ashina about good to distract and know which attacks are easy to dose from it, giving you a window for a short counter. You'll get his Posture Bar full before his
health is exhausted this round, but like Genichiro before him, it's surprisingly easy to beat Isshin Sword Saint's first phase when you get the feeling for it. How to beat Isshin Sword Saints second phase 1. Heal in the short break after the cutscene, if necessary, and close the gap to Isshin. You want to stay close most of the time where possible. 2. Trade blow blasts in the immediate vicinity. He doesn't have
a first sentence this time, so just follow some basic principles: you can hit him once or twice before he parries you - the orange flash and higher when your blades hit - then you need to immediately parry his follow-up. Go for a hit after he parries you and he will hit you faster and faster. Note that its attack cycles are always three hits - sometimes the third is very delayed, which can cause you to drop your
guard. Try to successfully parry all three each time. 3. Respond quickly to his thrust attack. Often, if you are close trading punches, he will go for a push Dangerous attack. This is much faster than most thrusts. You don't have to react long, so be ready to Mikiri Counter as soon as possible (we often found double-tapping of the evasive maneuvers helped into him, since the range and timing can occasionally
be a little awkward). He also has another push attack that starts with a blow that throws you back, then you have a much longer time to Mikiri Counter. Don't do it too soon for this or you'll get caught - you'll get the timing after some practice and look forward to the simple counter you get when he does this move. 4. Break away for its special attacks and counter appropriately. He has four special,
unblockable attacks at this stage. A dangerous combo that starts with a punch, followed by a sweep that is very difficult to avoid; an Ashina Cross, the same as Emma and Isshin Ashina in this fight, or the Ashina Elite she had in front of her before the first Genichiro fight at Ashina Castle; plus two charged attacks, one of an effect area sweep around it, and another are two rounds with straight lines with long
range, like a bar. For the Ashina Cross he will envelop his sword and you will see a small silver glow of the blade as he does, that is the gift. When he does, you sprint in circles to his left around him. He will miss you if you do it right, and you can easily land a full whirlwind blow on his back. Get the feeling for the right one and you'll really focus on it that he this attack as it is free damage to you. For the
Dangerous Combo, he will do the same makeshift thing - basically, when they see him wraphishishishiss his sword, runs away from him and to the side. It will take you for the counter to the cross above, and for this attack it means that you can generally avoid it and do the same whirlwind blow on his back if you feel like it. :: The 20 best Xbox Xbox Games you can now play For the other two, he will cower
and begin to growl - similar to how he shunned his sword above - only you will see wind gusts around him instead of the glow of the blade. Once you see this sprint away from it, as soon as possible, ideally diagonally. In this way, you come out of the range of the swinging whirlwind and move sideways - and thus evasively - the straight line one. It is locked in the straight animation especially for a while, so if
you are near it, you can get another free hit in after the attack to pass. Finally, there's another move that gives you a nice free kick: his big sword-stroke attack, in which he holds it high over his head for about two seconds before crashing it. If you see him holding it over his head, wait for a moment and then sped towards and only to the side of him - about 10-11 am, if your analog stick was a dial - and you
go right under it and are behind him, for two good free kicks on his back. It's another one that you'll be happy to see as soon as you get the hang of it! Phase three of Isshin the Sword Saint is where things get really tricky: He has a sword, a spear and a weapon, as well as some large and tasty special attacks. You can start to fight it from now on - more on that in the section at the bottom of this page - but
we actually recommend fighting it out. The cheese is a little unreliable for you, and so it wasn't so much faster to do it in a boring way than it was, it was the funny, probably-like-the-game intended way that we're going to sketch here. Back! How to beat the Swords Sacred Third Phase 1. Play defensively. At this stage, it is very risky to open up and attack Isshin for more than one hit, if at all. The first thing
you need to get a grip on is to parry everything he throws at you. 2. Counter two specific attacks: his jumping spear slam-gap-closer and his thrust Perilous Attack. If you dodge everything else and can counter these two every time they happen, you will win the fight. Obviously, that's easier said than done, so more on this one below. Where you can counter Isshin Sword Saint's third phase attacks One of the
most common attacks of Isshin the Swords at this stage will be a gap-closer where he jumps on you and hits his spear on the head - if you no longer or counter. The good news is that it's surprisingly easy to counter. When he does, you start to move on him and then dodge under him - either directly towards him, or mostly towards him and just a little to the side - and you'll come out behind him with room for
a full whirlwind Martial arts, just like, or just two hits (if you take too long or dodge more to the side, you can only get in one before it blocks). Normally, he will pursue this with a swing of the sword and a bounce backwards to loosen himself, where he also swings his spear, so be ready to block once, if not twice, immediately after you get those hits. The other One who is supposed to try to lure Isshin Sword
Saint is his thrust attack, which usually comes towards the end of a large spear-swirl of attacks in the melee area, or as a surprisingly short- to middle-range gap closer. Almost all dangerous attacks at this stage are shocks that can be struck with a Mikiri counter - even ones that begin where it stands so still. He has a dangerous sweep, but it's very rare, so if you see the red kanji will be ready, Mikiri counter
him for some nice posture damage. You can also land a free kick on its vitality right after the Mikiri counter. What one should watch out for in phase three of Isshin Sword Saint, unlike these two moments, will be played the rest of this fight on the back foot. In its third stage, Isshin Sword Saint deals a very severe posture damage with each hit - even if you perfectly parry his spear swings, he will still build up
quickly - so he'll be willing to sit back and hold down the block button to restore that posture whenever you get a chance. Keep your health at least two-thirds, ideally three-quarters, too (this also gives you air to breathe without dying, obviously). Its main barrage of attacks - two sword strokes, then three spear-wielding, then the Dangerous Thrust Attack - will exploit your posture if you misspelled only two
(often only one) of your parsing, and the last few hits also do great damage, so perfect timing is essential. You can also withdraw after the two sword hits (run away) if you redeem them incorrectly and know that your posture will be overloaded, which has worked well for us. He has big attacks here, but you just have to manage them as they were above by running away far and fast. Finally, there is the
question of his weapon. The good news is that there is an obvious audio cue, as well as a visual when he will use it. Listen and you can parry any shot for minimal posture damage - and if you're hit by a pair, they don't really do much damage, so don't worry about being too big. It's more about throwing yourself out of your rhythm and healing you than raw damage like the rest. Ultimately, phase three is all
that matters: manage the space, manage your health and posture accurately, and use the two clear openings for attacks when it jumps on you and when it uses its main thrust. Do this and you will get away with relative ease! Time for phase four. Right, last phase, and he has another trick up his sleeve: lightning! Luckily, you should be quite familiar now, between the first Genichiro battle and the Divine
Dragon before The principle is the same - jump, be hit, throw, attack - but obviously there are the rest of his attacks to consider! How isshin the sword to beat the fourth phase 1. Continue as it is the third phase, focus on using the Mikiri counter where you can and dodge by its jump attack for a free hit or two. 2. Pay attention to its new new Attack - he gets a new wind-like attack where he gathers in some
energy like the other special attacks above to charge, but instead he fires two diagonal bars instead of two straight. They are similar to the diagonal slashes of the Divine Dragon when you remember them. Just run away as soon as you see it charging - but run at an angle - and you'll always avoid all its special attacks, including this one. 3. Use the flash to your advantage. As with Genichiro and the Divine
Dragon, the lightning throws are secretly your best friend. Jump late to catch it in the air, and tap R1/RB while it's locked on it to throw it, and it's stunned just long enough for a whirlwind strike before you have to block again immediately. How to catch the flash and use it against Isshin Sword Saint The timing for this is a little weird, so here's a closer look. The main thing to know is that you need to jump later
than expected if you want to catch it. For us, the best timing was to jump just as the red kanji symbol started to fade. You are hit in the air, and then you need to mash this R1/RB button to make sure you throw the lighning before landing and get the anaesthetic on it. Note that it is possible that it fails - some terrain is in the way when we successfully caught it and threw it, which prevents it from being
stunned, for example - and that it is also possible to dodge the flash completely if you are far enough away. It happens in an area-of-effect circle around him, similar in size to the large windy round-up he used to make. Master that and follow with a few free hits, and it only takes a few of them and a few Mikiri counters to bring him down. Finally, if you really struggle with the above, there is a cheese for the
third and fourth phase of this fight - although it is not quite easy to replicate. How to make Isshin sword Holy with relative ease 1 cheese. Back to a long distance, and run around it in a wide circle, going counterclockwise (so runs to your right). 2. Keep walking past everything he throws at you, including shots that will be missing. 3. Wait until he jumps on you for his great jump attack. If you keep running, he
will miss it and you can land a free kick on his back. 4. Try to lure this jump and repeat. Just keep running, no matter what, land one and just hit him every time he misses, and don't fall off the edge! There are cliffs on both sides of the area that you can intercept. That's it! Simple enough, but as we said, it only works for phases three and four when he gets his big jump movement, it's a little easier said than
done - bait that jump is pretty hard, and we actually found it more reliable to dodge under it in the right fighting methods that we've described above. But of course it is your preference! Go to Kuro to choose your end by choosing which items to give him - again, more about how to do that in our Sekiro final steps - but note that you can save after defeating Isshin Sword Saint here before talking to Lord Kuro
and choosing your end, so if you have the ingredients for the three different ones that are now available, you can now save to an external hard drive or cloud on PS4 and reload it three times for the three different endings. That's all you'll hopefully need to address this encounter, and for our chef guide for now - you can go back to our most important Sekiro Walkthrough and Boss Guide Hub, in the
meantime, for much more explainers and advice. Buy Sekiro: Shadows The Twice on Amazon [?] [?]
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